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Introducing the FSI…and me!

The FSI
 6,500+ small charity members across 

the UK

 Free membership for charities, CICs, 
voluntary/community groups with an 
income up to £1.5m; £215/year if £1.5-
£5m.

 Free/heavily subsidised training, 
conferences, online learning, 1:1 
advice.

 Fundraising Qualifications accredited 
by SQA and consultancy in impact, 
fundraising, governance and strategy.

About me

 12 years charity sector experience 

(prior to this in the private sector)

 Head of Consultancy & Development 

at the FSI

 Trustee of Gordon Moody Association

 Worked with charities, corporates and 

funders to improve impact practice

 Accredited SROI practitioner



What I’ll be covering

 The importance of impact – why it matters

 Case studies and research: using impact 

effectively to develop relationships with donors, 

funders, supporters and volunteers

 Key learning and reflections 





Why does it matter? NPC research

 93% described vision, overview and activities

 90% described outputs

 65% identified the problem and need

 41% described outcomes



Fidelity: Overcoming Barriers to Giving

 2/3 of donors wanted to give more

 65% said understanding the impact of their gifts 

would influence them to give more

 81% cited questions or concerns about impact.





Seek to understand…then be understood

 NPC research: 

• 25% of charities did not measure the impact of their 
work at all (50% of those with income less than £100K)

• 52% increased their measuring to meet funders 
requirements

• 22% increased to meet Board requirements

 FSI Skills Gap Survey: 48% require some or significant 
upskilling in impact measurement & reporting



Case study: Northern Learning Trust

 Commissioned SROI report for ‘through the 

gates’ mentoring service.

 Needed to develop a shared understanding 

across the organisation about impact: ‘what’s 

the point?!’

 Only then could we develop measurement 

tools, collect data and (much later) analyse.

 Critical tool in securing contracts, grants – cited 

as best practice as a National Probation 

conference



Reflections

 Does your understanding of your organisation’s 

impact align with your service/project 

colleagues? Your CEO? Board? Beneficiaries?

 What one thing could help you to see this from 

their perspective?



More than data…the  importance of  

stories

 nfpSynergy: Charity Monitor report

 Learning about impact 2nd most important factor 

in encouraging people to give (after desire for 

clarity about how donations are being spent)

49% general public would be more likely to give if 

learned about impact of a charity’s work

40% are encouraged by case studies/stories 

about individuals who have been helped.



Case study: Irise International

 Participated in the Big Give’s Christmas Challenge 

Campaign 2016 – won the International Charity Best 

Practice Award.

 Spoke to supporters to find what stories and impact they 

found most inspiring.

 Key theme was link between donation and impact on 

women and girls’ empowerment





Case study: Barnardo’s Scotland



https://vimeo.com/278491579
https://vimeo.com/278491579


Reflections

 How well do you connect your supporter to the 

impact of their gift, at the time of asking?

 Do they feel the impact of their gift, after the 

act of giving, through effective stewardship?

 What one thing could you do differently to 

improve your supporter’s connection to the 

impact of their gift?



Maximising your efforts: a strategic 

approach

 Audience

 Purpose

 Message

 Means of communication



Case study: National Ugly Mugs

 Identified a key audience: police 

forces

 Developed an impact report that 

focussed on:

• Impact of their work

• Safety of sex workers

• Safety of the public



 Alex Hayes, FSI and Alex Feis-Bryce, NUM



• Highlights public safety• Highlights sex worker safety



https://vimeo.com/222743450
https://vimeo.com/222743450


Reflections

 Do you consider your audience and purpose when 

developing tailored impact reports or updates?

 Do you know what donors/supporters are engaging via 

different channels and their motivations?

 What one thing could you do differently to maximise 

your efforts and resources in communicating your 

impact? 



Final thoughts

 Good impact practice is so much more than raising funds –

but it helps!

 Supports strategic development and prioritising, learning 

and improvement and builds trust and credibility. 

 Focus on those stories and stats that demonstrate the 

difference you are making – move beyond outputs and 

satisfaction.







Stay in touch!

Website: www.thefsi.org

Email: Janine@thefsi.org

Twitter: @TheFSI @JanineEEdwards

http://www.thefsi.org/
mailto:Janine@thefsi.org

